SLOT DETAIL

STOP OR YIELD SIGN

PLAQUE, IF USED

OPEN SIDE OF REFLECTOR ATTACHMENT (AWAY FROM ROAD)

NO GAP BETWEEN REFLECTOR ATTACHMENT AND BOTTOM OF PRIMARY SIGN

WHITE ON TOP

RED ON BOTTOM

ROADWAY

1"

(TYP. BOTH ENDS)

R=7/32"

7/16" PRE-PUNCHED HOLE 1" FROM TOP FOR RIVET

1" O.C.

7/16" DIA. PRE-PUNCHED HOLE AT CENTER FOR RIVET

1" O.C.

PRE-PUNCHED SLOT. SEE DETAIL

HARDWARE DETAIL NOTES

- REFLECTOR ATTACHMENT TO BE VIS-Z-SHIELD® FOR 2" SQUARE SIGN POST, OR APPROVED EQUAL.
- 3M ASTM TYPE 1V REFLECTIVE SHEETING.
- 12" RED AND WHITE ALTERNATING REFLECTIVE BANDS.
- RED TO BE PMS 186 TRANSPARENT INK.
- PRE-PUNCHED SLOTS AND HOLES ARE MEASURED AND PLACED EQUALLY ON BOTH LEFT AND RIGHT SIDES OF VIS-Z-SHIELD® (DRAWING SHOWS ONE SIDE ONLY)
- RIVET TO BE ALUMINUM DRIVE PIN RIVETS 3/8" GP 0.140/0.330 #VCR221, OR APPROVED EQUAL.